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REGULATIONS 

2.6 Pavment Arrangements (cont'd.) (N) 

2.6.8 Disputed Bills 

(A) The Customer may dispute a bill in good faith only by written notice to the 
Company. Unless such notice is received within 90 days (commencing 5 days 
after such bills have been mailed or otherwise rendered per the Company's 
normal course of business), the bill statement shall be deemed to be correct and 
payable in full by Customer. Any Customer who has a dispute shall be advised by 
the Company that the Customer may file a formal or informal complaint with the 
Commission. Such claim must identify in detail the basis for the dispute, and if 
the Customer withholds disputed amounts, it must identify the account number 
under which the bill has been rendered, the date of the bill, and the specific items 
on the bill being disputed to permit the Company to investigate the merits of the 
dispute. 

(B) The date of the dispute shall be the date on which the Customer furnishes the 
Company the following account information: 

A clear explanation of the basis of the dispute, including what the 
Customer believes is incorrect (e.g., nonrecurring charge; mileage; circuit 
identification) and the reason why the Customer believes the bill is incorrect (e.g., 
monthly rate billed not same as in tariff; facility not ordered; service not received); 

The account number under which the bill was rendered; 
The date of the bill; 
The invoice number; 
The exact dollar amount in dispute; 
The universal service order code(s)(USOCs) and/or rate element 

associated with the service; 
Details sufficient to identify the specific amount(s) and item(s) in dispute; 

The name ofthe person initiating the Customer's dispute; 
Additional data as the Company reasonably requests from the Customer 

to resolve the dispute. The request for such additional information shall not affect 
the Customer's dispute date as set forth preceding. 

(C) The date of resolution is the date the Company completes the investigation and 
credits the Customer account or confirms the billing as accurate and denies the 
dispute. 

(D) In the event that a billing dispute concerning any charges billed to the Customer 
by the Company is resolved in favor of the Company, any payments withheld 
pending settlement of the dispute shall be subject to the late payment penalty set (N) 
forth in 2.6.2 preceding. 
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